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HANDOUT 05:
The British Empire

Immigration

The British conquered the Empire bit by bit over 300 years and ruled different places in 
different ways. It is said that the sun never set over the British Empire; this is due to its 
sheer size. In the Empire’s prime it covered nearly a quarter of the Earth’s surface and 
a quarter of the world’s population. During the 1600s and 1700s Britain gained foreign 
land as they were a source of raw materials and labour and would therefore be finan-
cially valuable. Land was often gained by wars which involved the death of native 
people trying to defend their homes, native people had spears, the British had guns.

The people who left Britain to live abroad were known as settlers; they took land and 
farmed it for themselves irrespective of what the native people wanted. The British 
considered themselves superior to native people, they took with them the British form 
of government, Christianity and education and therefore considered themselves to be 
benefiting the colonies. People in the colonies often did not share these feelings. Many 
Christians went to the colonies as missionaries, wanting to convert people to Christian-
ity. They purposefully set out to change native religion and culture and enforce their 
own.

British settlers in America and the West Indies were short of labourers therefore they 
traded guns, wine and cloth with the Africans in exchange for slaves. The slaves were 
sailed to America and exchanged for rum, sugar and tobacco; these luxuries were 
sold in Britain. This marked Britain’s involvement in the slave trade. 

As a result of Britain taking over foreign lands she became wealthy and a highly 
respected nation. People’s lives in Britain were affected, new foods such as bananas, 
dates, spices and tea were introduced and new textiles such as silk, rubber and ivory 
were present thanks to the colonises.


